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Multilingual La La Land OUP Oxford
Dr Sapir's 1969 monograph presents a descriptive study of the most important dialect of the
West African Diola people.
Studies in Language and Region Springer
Language policies impact language choice, language prestige, and language spread. Rising regional integration,
both formal and informal, adds to the sensitivity and complexity of language politics, whether in North America,
South America or Europe. This book shows how language politics vary across the Americas and contrast with
Europe.
Linguistic Ecology Multilingual Matters
In thirty-three chapters, The Oxford Handbook of Language Contact examines the various
forms of contact-induced linguistic change and the levels of language which have provided
instances of these influences. In addition, it provides accounts of how language contact has
affected some twenty languages, spoken and signed, from all parts of the world.
Language and a Sense of Place Language and Region
This book asks whether language makes a difference when it comes to
development, and whether there is a perceptible difference in
development between countries that is attributable to their choice of
language. It answers these questions by comparing the role of language
in Africa and in Southeast Asia (Cambodia, the Lao PDR, Myanmar and
Viet Nam).
The Case of Catalan in France Routledge
Those who have made the switch from a Windows PC to a Mac have made Switching to the Mac: The Missing
Manual a runaway bestseller. The latest edition of this guide delivers what Apple doesn't—everything you need to
know to successfully and painlessly move your files and adapt to Mac's way of doing things. Written with wit and
objectivity by Missing Manual series creator and bestselling author David Pogue, this book will have you up and
running on your new Mac in no time.
A Language-independent Framework for Region Inference University of Nebraska Press
Language and Identity in Englishes examines the core issues and debates surrounding the relationship

between English, language and identity. Drawing on a range of international examples from the UK, US,
China and India, Clark uses both cutting-edge fieldwork and her own original research to give a
comprehensive account of the study of language and identity. Key features include: Discussion of language in
relation to various aspects of identity, such as those connected with nation and region, as well as in relation to
social aspects such as social class and race. A chapter on undertaking research that will equip students with
appropriate research methods for their own projects An analysis of language and identity within the context of
written as well as spoken texts With its accessible structure, international scope and the inclusion of leading
research in the area, this book is ideal for any student taking modules in language and identity or
sociolinguistics.
The Tribal Languages of the N.E. Region Routledge
Home to immigrants from more than 140 countries speaking over 180 languages, Los Angeles is a
microcosm of the world. While Los Angeles' ethnic enclaves have been the subject of study by researchers
from a wide range of fields, these enclaves remain under-researched from a linguistic standpoint. Multilingual
La La Land addresses the sociolinguistic landscape of the Greater Los Angeles (GLA) area, providing in-
depth accounts of the sixteen most spoken languages other than English in the region. Each chapter
introduces the history of the language in the L.A. region, uses census figures and residential densities to
examine location-based and network-based speech communities, and discusses the patterns of usage that
characterize the language, including motivations to maintain the language. How these patterns and trends
bear on the vitality of each language is a central consideration of this book.
Nationalism and Population Change Springer
Language and Region: provides an accessible guide to regional variation in English covers topical issues
including loss of regional diversity and attitudes to regional accents and dialects examines the use of dialect in
media, advertising and the tourist industry outlines the main linguistic characteristics of regional accents and
dialects in terms of regional pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. Affording hands-on practical
experience of textual analysis, this book is essential reading for students of English language studies.
Language Use in Sixteen Greater Los Angeles Communities Routledge
The most comprehensive overview available, this Handbook is an essential guide to sociolinguistics
today. Reflecting the breadth of research in the field, it surveys a range of topics and approaches in the
study of language variation and use in society. As well as linguistic perspectives, the handbook
includes insights from anthropology, social psychology, the study of discourse and power,
conversation analysis, theories of style and styling, language contact and applied sociolinguistics.
Language practices seem to have reached new levels since the communications revolution of the late
twentieth century. At the same time face-to-face communication is still the main force of language
identity, even if social and peer networks of the traditional face-to-face nature are facing stiff
competition of the Facebook-to-Facebook sort. The most authoritative guide to the state of the field,
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this handbook shows that sociolinguistics provides us with the best tools for understanding our
unfolding evolution as social beings.
Resources in the Atlanta Region Routledge
This book explores twenty-first century approaches to place by bringing together a range of language
variation and change research
The Languages and Linguistics of the New Guinea Area Oxford University Press, USA
In this book, the author examines the transformation of the Pacific language region under the impact of colonization,
westernization and modernization. By focusing on the linguistic and socio-historical changes of the past 200 years, it
aims to bring a new dimension to the study of Pacific linguistics, which up until now has been dominated by questions
of historical reconstruction and language typology. In contrast to the traditional portrayal of linguistic change as a
natural process, the author focuses on the cultural and historical forces which drive language change. Using the
metaphor of language ecology to explain and describe the complex interplay between languages, speakers and social
practice, the author looks at how language ecologies have functioned in the past to sustain language diversity, and, at
what happens when those ecologies are disrupted. Whilst most of the examples used in the book are taken from the
Pacific and Australian region, the insights derived from this area are shown to have global applications. The text
should be useful for linguists and all those interested in the large scale loss of human language.
Cases from the Americas Department of Linguistics Research School of Pacific
Austronesian is the largest language family on earth: Some 1300 languages, 20% of the world's total,
are spoken by 270 million people in a region that extends from Easter Island in the Pacific 10,000
miles west to Madagascar off the coast of Africa. Many of the languages in this diverse and
linguistically rich region are undocumented and in imminent danger of extinction. This book
provides a critical account of current knowledge, reviews the state of the documentation of languages
in the region, and considers the linguistic effects of government policies and economic change. The
editor's introduction draws out the key issues and themes. An overview of the Austronesian language
family then examines the historical relations between the languages, their diversity, and their
distribution in the region and describes the nature and aims of contemporary research. Individual
chapters are then devoted to the revitalization of languages in Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia,
Brunei, East Timor, and Vanuatu. This pioneering account of one of the world's most linguistically
rich regions offers direction and impetus to research in linguistics and anthropology, and holds out
the means of saving many endangered languages and cultures.
Linguistic Ecology John Wiley & Sons
Language and RegionRoutledge
Language, Archaeology, and Ethnography Cambridge University Press
How is our language affected by our ethnicity, gender, and region? How are our conversations and other
interactions structured? How does society view and regulate language? How do we use language to present
ourselves to others? In this revised and updated second edition of the popular What Is Sociolinguistics?
Gerard Van Herk explores these and other intriguing questions about language, how we use it, and its
relationships to society. Van Herk guides the reader on a tour through the major issues that define the field,
including region, status, gender, time, language attitudes, interaction, and style, at the same time exploring
the sociolinguistics of multilingualism, culture and ethnicity, language contact, and education. This second
edition has been revised and updated to include new and more exercises, discussion questions, and suggested
readings, as well as expanded chapters exploring gender duality and Latino English. Key readings are
introduced in Van Herk’s clear and engaging voice, which accompanies the text throughout, providing an
accessible point of entry for those new to, or less familiar with, sociolinguistics. Chapter summaries and
textboxes are similarly employed to signpost and illuminate learning. A companion website features

PowerPoint slides for each chapter with suggestions for framing class discussions and exercises, further
examples of concepts discussed, additional reading suggestions, and ready-to-go slides for class presentation.
Packed with the latest research and practical teaching aids, What is Sociolinguistics? Second edition retains the
highly-praised character of its predecessor and provides an essential up-to-date text for both students and
instructors alike.
Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, El Capitan Edition Walter de Gruyter
Language and Region: provides an accessible guide to regional variation in English covers topical
issues including loss of regional diversity and attitudes to regional accents and dialects examines the
use of dialect in media, advertising and the tourist industry outlines the main linguistic characteristics
of regional accents and dialects in terms of regional pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar.
Affording hands-on practical experience of textual analysis, this book is essential reading for students
of English language studies.
Language Change and Linguistic Imperialism in the Pacific Region Kluwer Law International B.V.
The Routledge Handbook of Language Contact provides an overview of the state of the art of current
research in contact linguistics. Presenting contact linguistics as an established field of investigation in its own
right and featuring 26 chapters, this handbook brings together a broad range of approaches to contact
linguistics, including: experimental and observational approaches and formal theories; a focus on social and
cognitive factors that impact the outcome of language contact situations and bilingual language processing;
the emergence of new languages and speech varieties in contact situations, and contact linguistic phenomena
in urban speech and linguistic landscapes. With contributions from an international range of leading and
emerging scholars in their fields, the four sections of this text deal with methodological and theoretical
approaches, the factors that condition and shape language contact, the impact of language contact on
individuals, and language change, repertoires and formation. This handbook is an essential reference for
anyone with an interest in language contact in particular regions of the world, including Anatolia, Eastern
Polynesia, the Balkans, Asia, Melanesia, North America, and West Africa.
Language Politics of Regional Integration Cambridge University Press
In Clues to Lower Mississippi Valley Histories David V. Kaufman offers a stunning relational analysis of
social, cultural, and linguistic change in the Lower Mississippi Valley from 500 to 1700. He charts how
linguistic evidence aids the understanding of earlier cultural and social patterns, traces the diaspora of
indigenous peoples, and uncovers instances of human migration. Historical linguistics establishes evidence of
contact between indigenous peoples in the linguistic record where other disciplinary approaches have
obscured these connections. The Mississippi Valley is the heartland of early North American civilizations.
The region is a rich and diversified center of transportation for every part of eastern North America and to
Mesoamerica. The Lower Mississippi Valley region emerged as the home of the earliest mound-building
societies in the Americas and was home to some of the most impressive kingdoms encountered by Spanish
and French explorers. The languages of the region provide the key to the realities experienced by these
indigenous peoples, their histories, and their relationships. Clues to Lower Mississippi Valley Histories
focuses on relationships that constitute what linguists call a sprachbund (language union), or language area.
Kaufman illuminates and articulates these linguistic relationships through a skillful examination of
archaeological and ethnohistorical data. Clues to Lower Mississippi Valley Histories examines the
relationship between linguistics and archaeology to elucidate the early history of the Lower Mississippi
Valley.
A Language of the Pilbara Region of Western Australia Routledge
History is a testament to what happened to a people or a place. It shows how things were and their
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transformation while explaining why the changes happened. Not only does history allow human
beings to trace their trajectory in dealing with specific issues they face in the affairs of making a living,
it also highlights movements between people around the world while showing their role in creating
systems still in place today. History reveals to us major contributors of the trading systems along the
east coast of Africa, documenting the role of the Swahili people and their interactions with different
people of the world.The Swahili People and Their Language discusses ways in which the Swahili
people came to occupy a prominent position in the world's trading system and how they lost their
wealth through their contact with the outside world. The book highlights the strategic position
occupied by the Swahili people, their natural resources, their skills and their rich cultural mix and how
the contact with the outside world played a major influence that is clearly noticeable to date. The book
contributes to the on-going discussion about Africans and their participation in today's development
and reminds readers that the creation of the current economic, social and political situation of the
Swahili people mirrors the history and positioning of many other formerly independent societies that
became colonized nation-states. The authors provide discussions that shade light on critical questions
such as: Who are the Swahili people and why are they important? Is there such a thing as a Swahili
Civilization? If so, what is it and how does it relate to modern civilization? What place does the Swahili
language occupy both in its history and usage on the continent and in the rest of the world?
Clues to Lower Mississippi Valley Histories Springer
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this very useful analysis of
constitutional law in Belgium provides essential information on the country’s sources of constitutional law,
its form of government, and its administrative structure. Lawyers who handle transnational matters will
appreciate the clarifications of particular terminology and its application. Throughout the book, the
treatment emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal rules
and procedure. Thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the political system, the historical
background, the role of treaties, legislation, jurisprudence, and administrative regulations. The discussion of
the form and structure of government outlines its legal status, the jurisdiction and workings of the central
state organs, the subdivisions of the state, its decentralized authorities, and concepts of citizenship. Special
issues include the legal position of aliens, foreign relations, taxing and spending powers, emergency laws, the
power of the military, and the constitutional relationship between church and state. Details are presented in
such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully
grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for both practising and academic jurists.
Lawyers representing parties with interests in Belgium will welcome this guide, and academics and researchers
will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law.
Memo from Belgium Routledge
This book presents a detailed sociolinguistic study of the traditionally Catalan-speaking areas of Southern France, and
sheds new light on language attitudes, phonetic variation, language ideologies and minority language rights. The
region’s complex dual identity, both Catalan and French, both peripheral and strategic, is shown to be reflected in
the book’s attitudinal findings which in turn act as reliable predictors of phonetic variation. The author’s careful
discursive analysis paints a clear picture of the linguistic ideological landscape: in which French dominates as the
language of status and prestige. This innovative work, employing cutting-edge mixed methods, provides an in-depth
account of an under-examined language situation, and draws on this research to propose a number of policy
recommendations to protect minority rights for speakers of Catalan in the region. Combining language attitudes,
sociophonetics, discourse studies, and language policy, this will provide an invaluable reference for scholars of French
and Catalan studies and minority languages around the world.
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